Internal structure of the postcapillary high-endothelial venules of rodent lymph nodes and Peyer's patches and the transendothelial lymphocyte passage.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows that the postcapillary high-endothelial venules of lymph nodes and Peyer's patches consist of two segments each with a different surface relief: a proximal segment with a cobblestone surface pattern and a distal segment of interlacing cytoplasmic plates. Both segments have deep adluminal crevices in which lymphocytes are lodged. The internal structural configuration of this endothelium has been examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of serial sections of lymph nodes and Peyer's patches of mice, rats, and guinea pigs. The serial sections revealed that the endothelial cell bodies and their cytoplasmic extensions were disposed in a direction generally lateral to the luminal surface and intruded into the intercellular spaces of similarly disposed neighboring endothelial cells, resulting in a complex interlacing cellular pattern. Lymphocytes penetrated the endothelial cell body and secondarily followed an intracellular pathway through which they entered the extravascular compartment. At the exposed surfaces of the adluminal venule wall, recirculating lymphocytes were seen in SEM images to enter the endothelium by penetrating the endothelial cell body. The mode of migration of lymphocytes lodged in the endothelial crevices could be determined by SEM and has been examined by TEM of serial sections. At these locations as at the exposed surfaces, lymphocytes also entered the venule by penetrating the endothelial cell body. At both sites this transcellular pathway was followed by lymphocyte entry into the intercellular spaces from which they migrated into the extravascular compartment.